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Common Movements of Urdu and Sindhi Writers
Literature is the reflection of society and it brings about a change in the

world. In this regard, all the social, economical, political and r religious

movements have close relation with Literature, in general. In the past

and in the modern world all the movements of the East and the West

not only influenced literature but also got benefit from literature . The

movements and literature are part and parcel.In this connection Animal

Rights Movement , Anti nuclear movement , disability rights movement,

Landless peoples movement, Environmental Movement, women's

freedom movement, Labor movement, or student movement etc can be

viewed as example. Literature always  supports all the movements

literature of all times plays a very important role because it is an agent of

change . The writers of Urdu and Sindhi Languages remain in touch with

the all movements of India and Pakistan . This paper discusses those

movements which has played a significant role in bringing the writers

and literature of both languages together.
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